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4.5 THE 4PS - PRICE: ACTIVITY E 

Read the case study information below and answer the questions that follow. 

 

CAR PRICES TO RISE IN CHINA? 

Although Volkswagen has denied the 

rumour of “general price hikes” for its 

cars in China, business analysts are 

predicting substantial car price rises. 

Due to the rising costs of production – 

steel and other raw materials and 

labour costs – the cost of making each 

car in China increased by an average 

of $400 in 2014. Can manufacturers resist 

these cost pressures? By how much are 

they prepared to cut their profit margins 

to stay competitive? 

However, the fierce competition in 

China’s car market has deterred many manufacturers from putting up prices. In recent years, 

due to increased number of cars being made in China and more manufacturers exporting to 

China, competitive pressures have put car prices on a downward trend, but that could 

change now that costs are rising so fast. 

To avoid consumers’ resistance to price increases, manufacturers are increasing their profit 

margins in other ways. Dealers are promising quick delivery of cars to customers if they order 

expensive accessories and luxury items – such as leather seats. The profit margins on these 

decorative accessories can be as high as 30-40%, which  make up for very low margins on 

helps to make up for the very low margins on the cars themselves. So, indirect price increases 

could be the solution to the very small profit margins on selling basic car models 
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QUESTIONS: 26 MARKS, 50 MINUTES 

 

1. Explain why increasing costs usually lead manufacturers to raise prices to consumers. 

             [4 marks] 

 

2. Explain why, in this case, the car manufacturers are reluctant to raise prices. [4 marks] 

 

3. Evaluate three pricing strategies available to car manufacturers in China. [8 marks] 

 

4. Discuss how car manufacturers such as Porsche or BMW might still sell cars profitably in a 

competitive market.           [10 marks] 
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